Annex E

Social Watch Indonesia

STATUS

(?)

Complicated

ORGANIZATIONAL AND INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS

• INFID and its network
• Lafadl Initiatives
• PEKKA (Women Headed Household Empowerment Program)
• ASPPUK
• (?)
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED/CHALLENGE

- No clarity about the member
- No coordination

RECOMMENDATION

Reactivate Social Watch Indonesia

CURRENT INITIATIVES

- start to make a report about Social Watch Indonesia program in several years before (but it is not accomplished already),
- to invite network to discuss about how we could make a change on Social Watch Indonesia and reactivate it, and
- mapping agenda to make it works.

PLAN

- Social Watch Indonesia → Watch Dog
- Make research and political lobby about: development, environment, migrant, aid, debt, governance, MDGs, and gender issue. We also work on G20 framework
- Using methods that Social Watch used, like Basic Capabilities Index and Gender Equity Index.